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Fix an algebraically closed field k of characteristic 0. The Stanley-Reisner 
ring of an (abstract) simplicial complex A with vertices 1,. . . , n is k[A] = 
k[xl, . . , xn]/Z~ where ZA is the ideal generated by those square free monomials 
xi, . xi, such that {it, . . , ir} is not a face of A, see [St, chapter II]. As the ideal 
ZA is homogeneous k[A] is graded in a natural way. The purpose of this note is 
to describe the group L = Aut,, k[A] of automorphisms of k[A] preserving the 
grading. We shall see that L = (U M H) >a F with a unipotent algebraic group 
U, a product of general linear groups H, and a finite group F. These groups can 
be read from the simplicial complex, more precisely, from the stars of its ver- 
tices. In particular, we obtain criteria for L to be reductive or connected. 
Moreover, in case k = @ we show that H >a F is the maximal reductive auto- 
morphism group of the analytic @-algebra @{A} = C{X}/ZA . C{x} where 
C{x} =C{xt,... , x,,} denotes the @-algebra of convergent power series. 
Since k[A] is generated in degree one we may identify L with the group of 
linear transformations 4 E GL, acting on k[xl, . , x,] such that 4(ZA) = IA. 
Then clearly L contains the torus T,, C GL, of diagonal matrices as well as the 
finite group A = Aut A of automorphisms of the simplicial complex A. In in- 
teresting special cases (say, if A has no boundary) L equals the semi-direct 
product T,, >a A. But in general, L will be larger. Let us first consider the group 
A of automorphisms of the simplicial complex itself. Recall the notion of the 
star of a vertex i. This is the subcomplex 
St(i) = (0 E A,oU {i} E A}. 
It may happen that different vertices have the same star, see the examples 
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below. Let Al, . . . , A, be the pairwise different subcomplexes occuring as stars 
of vertices of A. For r = 1,. . . ,m let n, denote the number of vertices i with 
A, = St(i). Every automorphism of A permutes the stars. This yields a homo- 
morphism v : A -+ S, to the symmetric group. Let F denote its image. 




Proof. For the first claim it is enough to show that S,, x ... x S, really is 
contained in A. Consider vertices i, j with St(i) = St(j), the transposition 7r = 
(ij), and a face (T of A. To show K(C) E A we only have to care about the case 
i E CT, j q! CT. Then (T E St(i) = St(j) implies I c 0 u {j} E A and ~(0) E A. 
Let us now construct a section F -+ A of v : A + F. We may assume that 
1 .., nl;nl+ l,..., nl +n2;... are the vertices with star A, ; AZ; . . . If $I E A 
maps A, onto A, then n, = n,. Hence we can define a permutation rr E S, by 
X(X,<, n,+i)=C,,, n,+i for i= l,...,n,, if $(Ar) = A,. Clearly this 
defines a homomorphism F + S,. Its image is contained in A since 
s,, x . . . x s n, G A. And obviously it is a section of V. q 
Theorem. The natural map u : Aut A + S, extends to a homomorphism 
u : Aut,, k[A] + S, 
with the same image E Its kernel is a connected algebraic group L1 . More pre- 
cisely, LI = U A H where U is a unipotent algebraic group of dimension 
CazGa,n,.n,andH=GL,, x.“xGL,,,. 
Proof. (a) Let Z = ZA. The ideal of the subcomplex St(i) is (I : xi). We claim 
that 4 E L permutes the (I : Xi). This yields the extension v : L + S,. Con- 
sider the decomposition Z = n P, of Z into primes. Then (I : xi) = nxi,, P,. 
Write 4(xi) = C aqxj, 4-‘(xj) = C b, ,kXk and let Mi = {j, aij # 0}, Nj = 
{k, bjk # 0). As every P, is a monomial ideal one has $(xi) # P, if and only if 
xj $ P, for somej E Mi. Since 4 permutes the associated primes P, we see 
40 : xi) = xf& Wr> = ~( 
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Similarly, (I : Xj) = n kEN, 4(Z: Xk) and thus w : Xi) = njGM, n&N, w: Xk). 
There isj E Mi with i E Nj. Hence $(I : Xi) = nkEN, c$(Z : xk) = (I : Xi). 
(b) For every face c of A consider the prime Z, generated by those xi with 
i $ (T. The Z, corresponding to the facets (i.e., maximal faces) of A are the as- 
sociated primes of Z considered above. Let 3 G A be the subset of those faces 0 
which are intersections of facets. If, say, u = ri n .. fl 7-k then Z, = 
z,, + . . . + ITk. Hence every q!~ E L permutes the elements of 3. Observe that 
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for cr, 0’ E F’. For every vertex i let d(i) denote the minimal number d such that 
i E o for some cr E 7 with 101 = d. Given u E F let (TO = {i E o, d(i) = loI>. 
From (l), (2) and a\cr” = U c,EF, ,,, c ng’ we conclude [(@g)‘l = lcr”l. Since the 
set of vertices { 1, . . . ,n} is the disjoint union of the (TO, (r E F, there is a per- 
mutation n E S, such that rr(~O) = ($0)’ for all 0 E F. One concludes that 
rr(r) = $7 for all facets 7. Hence rr is an automorphism of A inducing the same 
permutation of the facets as the given 4 E L. But then rr and 4 induce the same 
permutation of the stars. 
(c) Let L1 be the set of 4 E GL, such that for all vertices i the image @(xi) is a 
linear combination of just the xj with St(j) C St(i). We claim that LI equals the 
kernel of v : L + S,. Let us first show that Li c L. In fact, if,f = Xi, . . . x,, E I 
and 4 E L1 then 4(J) IS a sum of monomials xj, . . xj, with (I : Xik) C: (I : .Y,,). 
Hence inductively Xi, . xj, E I. This shows 4(Z) C I. Since k[xi, . , .x,~] is 
Noetherian one concludes $(I) = Z and 4 E L. Moreover, for 4 E Li the dis- 
cussion in (a) above shows that 4(Z : xi) = (I : xi) for somej with St(j) C St(i), 
hence 4(Z : xi) 2 (I : xi) and again 4(Z : xi) = (I : xi). Thus L1 & ker V. Con- 
versely, if 4(xi) = C uj.‘cj and 4 E kern, then (Z : xi) = @(I : x,) = (I : d(xi)) = 
na,+o (Z : xi) and 4 E Ll. 
(d) We assume that the vertices of A are numbered as in the proof of the 
proposition. Moreover, we may assume that s > r if IA,1 < lA,l. Write 4 E GL, 
as a block matrix ($~~~),?,=i,,,,~~ with blocks & of size n, x n,. Then every 
4 E LI is a block triangular matrix. In fact, 4 E LI if and only if & = 0 for 
A, g A,, C#Q, arbitrary for A, g A,, and &, E GL,, arbitrary. This shows that 
Li = U x H as stated. q 
Remark. The assumption that the automorphism 4 preserves the grading of 
k[A] was not needed in step (b) of the preceding proof. In fact, the same rea- 
soning shows: Two simplicial complexes are isomorphic if and only if their 
Stanley-Reisner rings are isomorphic. 
Corollary 1. Assume thatfor any two vertices i #j of A there is afacet containing 
j but not i. Then Aut A = F and Aut,, k[A] = T, M Aut A. 
Proof. The assumption implies that St(j) g st(i) for all vertices i #j. q 
Remark. The separation property of the preceding corollary is satisfied, for 
example, if A has no boundary, see [M2, Proposition 41. 
Corollary 2. The algebraicgroup Aut,, k[A] is reductive if and only ifthere are no 
strict inclusion relations between the stars of vertices of A. It is connected if and 
only if every automorphism of Afixes the stars of vertices of A. 
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Proof. We have L = (U >a H) x F. Hence L has unipotent radical U, and F is 
its group of components. 0 
Examples. Consider the simplicial complexes with three vertices. 
A and . . . 
Both have no boundary. Hence A = F = S3 and L = T3 x Ss. 
Here all three vertices have the same star. Hence A = S3, F = 1, and L = GL3. 
As in the preceding example the automorphism group of n is not trivial but 
every automorphism fixes the stars. We see A = Sz, F = 1, and L = GL2 x GLi . 
The star of the middle vertex is the whole complex A and contains the two 
other stars. Hence L is not reductive. In fact, A = F = S2 and L = 
(k2 >a T3) M S2. 
It follows from [Ml, Satz 51 that the group B = Aut X of automorphisms of a 
weighted homogeneous ingularity X contains a reductive algebraic group G 
such that every reductive algebraic subgroup of D is conjugate to a subgroup of 
G. Thus, G is a maximal reductive subgroup of 6, unique up to conjugation. It 
has been explicitly determined in many examples, e.g., for quotient singula- 
rities in [W] and [A-K], for Brieskorn singularities in [A-K], for triangle, 
quadrilateral, simple elliptic and other singularities in [M3]. We add 
Corollary 3. The maximal reductive subgroup of Aut C(A) is 
(GL,, x ... x GL,,) >a F. 
Proof. By [Ml, Satz 61, the maximal reductive subgroup G of Aut @{A} can be 
viewed as a group of automorphisms of C(x) stabilizing the ideal IA . C(x). We 
may assume that G contains the group C* of invertible scalar matrices. By [Ml, 
Satz 61 there is an automorphism $ of C(x) with trivial linear part such that 
@+L-’ consists of linear transformations. But then $I centralizes C *. Hence $J is 
linear and II, = 1. Consequently G C L = Aut,, k[A]. Now observe that H M F is 
the maximal reductive subgroup of L. q 
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